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What’s new in today’s move to independence  
Traditionally, the main drivers of advisors’ moves to affiliate with an independent broker-dealer have been the 

promise of greater compensation and the freedom to do business in ways that best suit their clients.

Those drivers still apply, but advisors have come to realize that independence now can be the route to achieving 

personal and business goals that were set aside to meet the demands of employers or their current broker-dealer. 

Today, advisors have the opportunity to select a broker-dealer who best matches and supports their personality, 

skills, business niche and operating style, as well as their specific support requirements in the areas of technology, 

service and compliance. 

The key, of course, is for advisors to identify clearly what they are seeking and to be able to assess whether a broker-

dealer they are considering truly meets their needs. This white paper is intended to help advisors crystalize their 

thinking and improve decision-making when grappling with questions regarding independence and the firm  

with which to affiliate. 

It includes an issue-by-issue rundown of the support factors advisors should consider when evaluating a broker-

dealer. It also includes six questions advisors must ask themselves before making a move. These questions are 

based on the experiences of a senior broker-dealer executive who has helped scores of advisors make the transition 

to independence, as well as move from one independent broker-dealer to another.

Broker-Dealer Support Factors to Consider: 
Support for your business objectives 
Some advisors choose independence so they can maintain their business the way it is, without any external pressure 

to grow or change. Other advisors seek independence so they can expand their business aggressively, increasing 

its long-term value and their current income. Others may have different business goals, such as wishing to pursue 

a market niche that their current broker-dealer environment doesn’t readily support, or even winding down their 

business as they approach retirement. 

Whatever their business objective, advisors looking for a new, independent affiliation should consider how well 

a prospective broker-dealer will be able to help an advisor achieve his or her goals. Levels of support, as well 

as tools and product offerings, vary among broker-dealers. While many firms ostensibly may offer everything an 

advisor wishes or needs, the thoroughness of their offerings and their expertise may not match their claims. This 

is particularly the case in the area of marketing, technology and practice management support. To help determine 

whether a firm can deliver on its promises in the area of business-building, advisors should ask to speak with current 

affiliated advisors whose businesses and are similar to their own.

If growth is on the agenda, advisors also should inquire about the extent to which a broker-dealer supports or 

encourages the recruitment of brokers to work with its affiliated advisors. Also inquire about whether the broker-

dealer encourages or facilitates the acquisition of practices or blocks of business among its affiliates. For example, 

some firms support the growth of younger advisors’ businesses by helping to arrange transitions with older advisors 

who have developed exit and retirement plans. Others encourage or facilitate other kinds of deals, which may include 

financing arrangements.
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Similarly, advisors planning a wind-down period and eventual retirement should check to see the kinds of 

arrangements and succession-planning services a prospective broker-dealer offers to make those plans work.  

Technology support 
Advisors considering independence or a move to another broker-dealer have different views of the technology and 

the level of technology support they require or would like.

Some advisors have a great interest in the tools now available and wish to drive technology decision-making 

themselves, typically with the aim of selecting the best possible solution for every area of their business. Others 

want to delegate all technology decision-making as long as the suite of tools offered to them suit their business, 

are well integrated and operate smoothly, and are fully supported by their new broker-dealer. Other advisors find 

themselves somewhere in the middle of those two views. 

Before deciding on a firm, advisors should determine where they stand on the spectrum, and how much of a 

time commitment they wish to make to selecting, managing and maintaining their technology, as well as the 

commitment they want to make to ongoing training for themselves and their staff. 

Also, advisors should assess the suite of technology tools the prospective new broker-dealer is offering and assess 

how it compares to tools currently used. For some advisors, the availability of the same tools at a new firm may be a 

plus; for others, a change in technology may represent a significant upgrade in capability and ease of use. 

Findings of the most recent InvestmentNews Advisor Technology Study underscore that the keys to advisory firm 

profitability and enterprise value are scale, productivity and recurring fee income based on operational processes. 

Technology that supports clearly defined business processes and systems, therefore, is essential. 

Key, too, is technology that supports digital communication. Since iPhones and their Android cousins now 

dominate communication, advisors must be able to offer interfaces that are tailor-made for mobile technology and 

the consumer mindset that the technology is shaping.

• How much of a personal priority is building a bigger business?

•  Does a prospective broker-dealer offer marketing support in ways that could benefit 
your practice?

• Is recruitment part of your growth plans? 

• Do you want to grow by acquiring other practices?

• Would you be willing to be acquired by another practice?

• What is your phase-out, retirement or succession plan?

 Questions to consider 
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Finally, since cybercrime is a growing threat, advisors should be mindful of cybersecurity precautions and procedures at 

any firm they are considering. Just as an advisor’s reputation is an asset that can be threatened online, the future of an 

advisor’s business rides on its ability to keep its clients’ identity and wealth protected and secure. 

Support for your investment practices 
The role of the advisor in the process of selecting and managing investments has changed dramatically in recent years. 

While many advisors still see themselves primarily as investment managers, a sizeable number now position their 

primary value as being a provider of holistic financial advice that helps clients live better lives now and in the future.

That shift changes how advisors approach the investment function, often making the advisor a selector of third-party 

professional investors or an assembler of a variety of managed solutions. Since a key advantage of independence is 

the absence of having to use proprietary investment products and the freedom to select investments from a variety of 

providers, the challenge for many advisors is making sure the broker-dealer platform they choose offers the products 

and managers the advisor has come to rely on — or an even better array.

Advisors with specialized investment niches — restricted stock sales, Section 1035-exchanges or municipal bonds, 

to name just a few possibilities — also must determine whether the broker-dealer they are considering has the 

expertise, or access to expertise through their clearing firm, to satisfactorily meet their needs. 

In the area of investment offerings, the operating principle should be to assume nothing and question thoroughly 

whether a prospective broker-dealer is experienced in offering and supporting an advisor’s choices of investments 

and managers.

 Questions to consider 

• How much do I want to drive technology decisions myself?

•  Would I rather have a plug-and-play technology package  
provided by my broker-dealer?

• How similar or different will the technology be at the firm I am considering?

• Does the firm I’m considering offer mobile solutions?

• How serious are the broker-dealer’s cybersecurity efforts?

 Questions to consider

• Are the third-party managers I use on the broker-dealer’s platform?

•  Will I have access to traders, portfolio managers and other investment experts  
if I need them?

• Are there any restrictions on the products I currently use?

•  Will transferring my clients’ holdings be a problem if those  
investments aren’t on the platform?
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Advisor community support 
Employee-model broker-dealers traditionally have discouraged advisors from leaving by equating independence 

with estrangement from the sense of community that advisors enjoy when working in proximity to other advisors at 

a branch office. In truth, since their cultures vary widely, many independent broker-dealers offer an even stronger 

sense of community than advisors typically find at employee-model firms. 

When considering a broker-dealer on the basis of community, advisors should first ask themselves the degree to 

which they desire or value having a community of peers with whom they can interact. Some advisors may seek or 

desire as little interaction as possible, which can be a perfectly appropriate choice. Others may value participation in 

user groups or other forums broker-dealers support, gaining much from the professional and personal friendships 

that emerge as a result of the advisor events and gatherings that broker-dealers conduct throughout the year.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before selecting a firm, an advisor should try to attend one of its meetings for affiliated representatives. This will 

help the advisor get a sense of the firm’s culture, the support it provides for its representatives and, crucially, how 

comfortable the advisor feels with what could be a group of his or her peers. Also important is assessing whether 

a large, medium-sized or small broker-dealer is the best fit on both an emotional and cultural basis, in addition to 

its ability to provide the technological and other support required.  

 

 Questions to consider

• How much interaction with other advisors do I require?

•  How important is having the right cultural fit with other advisors  
affiliated with the broker-dealer?

•  Do the broker-dealer’s affiliated advisors actually feel a sense of community and 
share information and ideas?  

•  Which size firm — small, medium or large — would be the right fit from both a 
business and personal perspective?
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As Director of Firm Development at Sigma Financial 

Corporation & Parkland Securities, LLC., Jennifer 

Bacarella has helped scores of advisors transition to 

independence as well as switch their broker-dealer 

affiliation over the past 23 years. She is also an 

advisor herself.

When thinking about going independent or changing 

broker-dealers, she recommends that advisors ask the 

following questions of any firm they are considering:

Will the transition process  
be easy or tough?
In a sense, this is a trick question, because it measures 

the forthrightness of the prospective broker-dealer.

“There’s no getting around the simple truth that 

transitions are a lot of hard work. But many advisors 

don’t want to hear that and many recruiters won’t tell 

advisors the truth for fear of losing them,” said Mrs. 

Bacarella, noting that the repapering of accounts is 

the hardest part of the transition, even with today’s 

automated tools.

Which clearing firm does the  
broker-dealer use?
A broker-dealer’s clearing platform is an important 

determinant of whether the BD is the right choice for an 

advisor, since clearing firms play such a central role in 

the products, services and client interfaces that the  

advisor will use. 

The best transitions tend to occur when an advisor is happy with a clearing 

firm’s offering and moves to another broker-dealer that uses the same 

clearing firm. In such cases, transitions are significantly smoother than 

they might otherwise be.  

Six questions an advisor must ask before selecting a broker-dealer  
“Not only is the paperwork easier, but advisors and their 

staff members don’t have to learn new trading systems 

or different procedures,” Mrs. Bacarella said. 

If a new clearing firm is in the cards, make sure it offers 

the products and services that support your current 

business — and ask other advisors who have made a 

change to that firm what to look out for.

How involved should my assistant be 
in the process?
An advisor’s operation manager or assistant plays a 

critical role in the success of any advisory practice. 

If an advisor is transitioning to a new broker-dealer, 

involving the assistant in every stage of the move is 

imperative — right from the start.

“Having a strong assistant is a huge help, since the 

assistant handles much of the paperwork and the details 

involved in the transition,” Mrs. Bacarella said. 

Asking for the assistant’s input and advice is as 

important as asking them to take on the extra work of 

the transition. Since assistants often know more about 

the intricacies and nuances of advisory operations than 

advisors themselves, an assistant’s insights into how 

current practices need to be modified or adapted are 

worth heeding. And if an assistant has reservations about a proposed 

move, listen to the rationale and, if sound, heed them.

“Regardless of 
how well-prepared 
you are or how 
much help the new 
firm provides, it 
usually takes at 
least 60 days for 
an advisor to feel 
that a transition 
is complete,” she 
said. “I tell advisors 
that it’s likely 
they will hate the 
transition process 
and wonder why 
they ever started 
it. But after the 
hard work is over, 
advisors are always 
happy they made 
the change.”
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Jennifer Bacarella

                          Involve your assistant or operations manager early in 

any moves toward independence, and listen to all suggestions — and 

warnings — that they offer.

THE TAKEAWAY

                          If you’re happy with the clearing 

firm your current broker-dealer uses, try to select a 

BD that uses the same firm. If you can’t, check out 

whether the new clearing firm supports the kind of 

business you do. 

THE TAKEAWAY

                          No matter what is promised,  

don’t be lulled into believing that the move will be 

quick or easy.

THE TAKEAWAY
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What’s the broker-dealer’s compliance culture?
Broker-dealer and advisory rules are the rules, whether from the Financial 

Industry Regulatory Authority or the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

But while all broker-dealers have to follow the same rules, most rules are 

open to interpretation, says Mrs. Bacarella, and each broker-dealer tends to 

interpret the requirements in their own way.

“Interpretation can be really difficult, and since no one focuses on it, most 

advisors assume every broker-dealer operates the same way,” she said, adding 

that firms interpret rules differently, not in ways that are stricter or more lax. 

“Rather than just saying yes or no about an advisor’s website material, for 

example, we’ll spend a lot of time with the advisor getting the material into 

the best shape possible so it can be approved easily and quickly.”

How is the broker-dealer’s transition  
team organized?
At many broker-dealers, a recruiter is responsible for the initial outreach to a 

prospective advisor, developing the relationship, and eventually persuading 

the advisor to affiliate with the firm. At that point, a transition team takes 

over, helping the advisor with the move. Because the recruiter is incentivized 

to attract advisors, there can be a disconnect between the wooing phase 

and the onboarding phase of the relationship.

“At Sigma Financial Corporation & Parkland Securities, LLC., we don’t have a 

separate recruiting function,” Mrs. Bacarella said. “We have representatives 

of our firm development department maintain ties to an advisor throughout 

the process; the person who talks to the advisor initially is the one who 

moves them over and works with them through the transition. This keeps 

the entire process honest so that we’re not selling something that doesn’t fit 

what actually happens. We believe that we’re picking the right advisors as 

much as they’re picking the right firm for them, so we want to be able to walk 

them through the entire process with the same people, gauge the advisor’s 

reactions, and see if we’ll be a good fit for each other.” 

Will I be a name or a number?
There are advantages of scale in any business, and in the broker-dealer 

world larger firms can provide a wider array of services and offer other 

advantages to advisors. At the same time, serving large numbers of 

advisors can mean a significant reduction in personalized service resulting 

from the standardization and bureaucratization that occurs in giant 

organizations. At many broker-dealers, therefore, advisors often wind up 

feeling more like a number than a person.

“As a firm, we’ve decided to stay mid-size, with about 1,000 advisors, so 

that we can provide a full range of services yet still know all our advisors, 

take care of them, and provide friendly support,” said Mrs. Bacarella. “Our 

back-office staff know advisors by name, which often shocks advisors 

coming from other firms where they tell us they joked about having to use 

their ‘dog-tag’ numbers.”

When investigating a prospective broker-dealer, therefore, ask to see 

advisor-service operations in action and talk to other reps about their 

service experiences. 

                          Service levels at broker-dealers vary. If personalized 

service is important to you, make sure it actually exists at the firm  

you choose.

THE TAKEAWAY

                          Independent of how rigorous their compliance 

efforts are, every broker-dealer has a compliance culture that can be 

adversarial or supportive. Investigate the firm’s approach  

before joining.

THE TAKEAWAY

                          Everyone enjoys being wooed. Make sure you 

understand what happens after the wooing process ends.

THE TAKEAWAY
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